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Class: I Sec: ….                                                Max.Marks:10 

Date: ……….....…                                            Time:30 min 

Name: …………………………..                                             Roll No:……… 
 

QI) Underline the pronouns in the sentences below :-       

1) Rahul is a funny boy. He likes to jump all the time.   

2) We are a happy family.  

3) The baby was feeling hungry, so it was crying loudly. 

4) Kim and Dorothy eat together everyday. They share their tiffin.  

QII) Fill in the blanks below with describing words from the box :-   

 
kind           tall           three           tasty 

 

1) The giraffe is a ______________ animal.  

2) Anu brought ______________ pastries for her friends.  

3) Jane and Jenny had ______________bags of balloons.  

4) My mother is very _____________and beautiful.  

QIII) Answer the following questions :-        

1) What was the favourite game of the two friends? 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 

2) Why did the children not play with Neel? 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________ 

QIV) Frame interesting sentences with the words given below :-    

1) friend - 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

2) game- 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

QV) Read the story and then circle the correct answers below :-    

Jane loved to go to the beach every Friday. It was her favourite part of the week. She 

would wake up in the morning and pack her beach toys in her green bag. Jane would 

then run to her mother and ask her to make her favourite snacks. She loved 

sandwiches and pie. Apple pie was her favourite. Joe waited for her father to say 

“come on let’s go.” 

 

Jane loved to go to the  park                                  beach                                       zoo  

She took her toys in a   brown bag                       blue bag                                  green bag 

Jane loved to eat   sandwiches and pie      pastries                                   chips                                       

Who took her to the 
beach?  

brother                           uncle                                     father 

 


